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In this and the next lecture I am going to talk about the European Community’s 

relations with the rest of the world—starting with the United States. In the early days 

of the European Common Market, the Six managed to achieve a kind of illusion of 

privacy within the international system: what I mean is that they treated the often 

quite profound effects which the arrangements that they made with one another had 

on the rest of the world as if they were subsidiary matters, certainly of no particular 

concern to them. They behaved for much of the time rather as though they were living 

inside a charmed circle, bounded entirely by their own problems and preoccupations. 

The special circumstances of the later post-war period, when Europe finally withdrew 

from empire and experienced the longest uninterrupted run of prosperity ever, based 

on cultivating its own garden, certainly helped.  

 

The forward march of American world power, which accompanied the European 

withdrawal, was another major factor. The Europeans were provided with a sure 

military defence through the American nuclear umbrella; and American power, 

abetted to a diminishing extent by the British, supplied sufficient security for the 

movement of world trade to guarantee Europe’s requirements of vital raw materials 

like oil. At the same time the American dollar provided an extremely effective 

international medium of exchange and a common reserve currency for the Europeans. 

Why should the countries forming the European Community have cared very much 

about what happened in the world beyond Western Europe?  

 

Meanwhile the politics of the European charmed circle led to the building-up of a 

network of special agreements between the Community and a number of favoured 

states on its southern periphery. Many of these were Mediterranean countries; others 

were in Black Africa, former colonies of France and Belgium. What has now been 

established as a result of this is a fairly well-defined zone of client states—more or 

less dependent commercial partners of the Community. To American eyes, this 

systematic build-up of privileged trading arrangements by the Europeans, with its 

corollary of discrimination against the outsider, must look altogether too much like a 

variation of their own early federal history —a kind of commercial Monroe Doctrine 

for Eurafrica.  

 

That does not make the Americans of today like it any better. On the contrary, as the 

design of the European construction which they helped to foster has become clearer, 

they have grown more indignant about it. They feel cheated on two counts. First of 

all, there is much less of a unified political power in the Community than they had 

hoped to see established. The aim of the American supporters of a United Europe was 

always to bring into being an effective political partner on the other side of the 

Atlantic who would be able to share with the United States the responsibility for 

major international decisions. Secondly, the United States was looking for an ally in 
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sustaining a universal system of international trade and payments, based on a uniform 

set of rules accepted by all and according equal treatment to all comers. The 

Americans can argue fairly that they made a number of sacrifices during the early 

post-war period in setting up a system of this kind, which derived from the 

agreements reached at Bretton Woods in 1944. This was America’s grand design for 

the post-war world. They now find that they face an invigorated Western Europe, 

owing its success partly to that grand design, which seems to be bent on a policy of 

discrimination against outsiders.  

 

There is a certain irony in the historic reversal of roles between the two sides of the 

Atlantic. In the past, from the late 19th century right up to the Great Depression of the 

1930s, the cult of the universal trading and financial system, with free access on equal 

terms to all markets, guided the international policies of Britain and a group of 

smaller European countries which are heavily dependent on foreign commerce. The 

United States for most of this time was living very much in an enclosed world of its 

own. It only began to break out of this in the Thirties. The habit of treating foreign 

trade and finance as if they were essentially matters of domestic politics took the 

Americans quite a long time to live down. But now, as the chief guardians of the 

universal order which they have helped to establish since the last war, they are faced 

with a Europe which is in its turn trying to use international trade to consolidate its 

own regional arrangements.  

 

 

A New Sharpness  
Recently there has been an observable sharpening of the American tone towards 

Europe. Behind this tone there seems to be a considered switch of policy which was 

spelt out in a special report for the President in 1971 by Mr Peterson, now the 

Secretary of Commerce, on United States international economic policy. There he 

makes the point that not only the content of American policies but also ‘the methods 

of diplomacy will have to be changed.’ He goes on: ‘Our international negotiating 

stance will have to meet its trading partners with a clearer, more assertive version of 

new national interest. This will make us more predictable in the eyes of our trading 

partners.’  

 

There are two questions that I want to explore. First, how far is the United States 

likely to push its new aggressive and demanding policy towards Europe? And 

secondly, how is the European posture towards the United States likely to develop 

during the 1970s in the face of this American pressure?  

 

To make the first question concrete, is it conceivable that if the Americans-continue to 

feel very frustrated about European behaviour, they will withdraw their military 

forces altogether from Western Europe? From a European point of view, the main 

purpose served by the American presence is to provide a visible guarantee of the 

military involvement of the United States in the defence of this territory. It is 

important that American troops should not only be about in Europe, but should also 

be in some clear sense in the front line—so that any attempt by the other side to 

invade a piece of territory or, say, to conduct a raid across the frontier in Berlin would 

immediately risk engaging American military forces in battle. Thus to remove 

American soldiers altogether from Europe would be likely to be interpreted as 

meaning a significant weakening of the American nuclear guarantee against the 
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Soviet Union and its allies. It would be an extreme step to take. It is also hard to 

envisage the circumstances in which the United States would not wish to have some 

of its forces stationed on the territories of its closest military allies, who happen also 

to be extremely rich and economically powerful. Unless the United States ceases to be 

a world power, it will need to maintain substantial armed forces somewhere, and West 

Europe is a convenient place in which to keep some of them. The truth is that the 

European military establishment of the United States is a not very expensive way of 

maintaining the posture of a great power. Of course, the establishment need not be as 

big as it is now. But then a cut in this force seems likely whether the Europeans 

cooperate with the Americans in their economic policies or not.  

 

There seem, therefore, to be strong reasons for thinking that the American response 

even to extreme friction with the European Community would fall well short of a 

complete military withdrawal. A more likely outcome would be some less precise but 

nevertheless marked change in American behaviour towards the European 

Community on matters on which the Europeans are themselves divided. Hitherto the 

American interest in furthering European integration has meant that when the member 

states have had deep differences, the United States has not exploited them. On the 

contrary, its desire to have them speak with a common voice has been the dominant 

motive. But there were signs during the 1971 dollar crisis that the Americans were at 

least contemplating the possibility of bargaining with the member countries 

individually, giving the favoured ones special concessions on trade. It is perhaps this 

kind of tactical manoeuvre which we should expect to see pursued rather more 

vigorously if friction grows in the future. It could, in certain circumstances, prove to 

be very damaging.  

 

The answer to the second question depends on how far the differences of approach to 

the major issues of economic and financial policy which at present divide the United 

States and Europe are of a fundamental character. If, in spite of the close American 

military connection with Europe and the reasonable prospects of continuing European 

integration, I foresee a more difficult relationship between the United States and 

Western Europe during the period ahead, it is because of certain essential features of 

contemporary international economic relations. These do suggest that there are 

profound forces at work which are likely to make the European Community an 

awkward partner for the US in economic and financial affairs, which is precisely 

where the strength of the European Community is greatest. The United States still 

produces somewhat more than the combined output of the enlarged Community of 

nine countries, but the Nine are much more important as world traders—they are 

together responsible for some 40 per cent of all international trade—and they own 

over half of all the world’s currency reserves. There is a historical tendency for the 

United States to see the relatively low proportion of its national income that is derived 

from international trade as a powerful source of bargaining strength. In a crisis where 

the United States is in disagreement with the rest of the world on some aspect of 

economic policy there is a standard reflex action on the part of a substantial section of 

American public opinion. It crows: ‘In the last resort we can opt out; you can’t.’  

 

It is the visceral American reaction, recalling with satisfaction that it is, after all, only 

dealing with the bad Old World from which it escaped long ago. One noticed the 

reaction once again during the dollar crisis in 1971. In effect, the line taken by the 

United States Treasury was that the essential strength of the dollar reflected the 
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overwhelming productive power of the nation, which was responsible for about one-

third of the total measured output of the world; and if the Europeans didn’t like the 

way the Americans were handling the dollar, they could either lump it or take their 

business elsewhere. The choice was a matter of indifference to the United States.  

 

Now I believe this line of thought to be based on an American delusion. The 

Americans, in fact, lost their secluded playground some time ago. They are still 

playing the same sports, and the immediate landscape may look the same, but it 

happens to be set in the middle of a busy and populous city. The people outside are all 

within shouting distance all of the time. I shall not attempt to list the factors that have 

so greatly increased America’s interdependence with the rest of the world. The most 

important are in any case political and psychological. The United States is a world 

power, exercising authority and influence on a scale that is probably larger than has 

ever been done before. It cannot both be and do that, and opt out.  

 

This really goes back to the point that I was making in the first of these lectures— that 

the Community is a European response to a general phenomenon which is common to 

all the advanced industrial countries of the Western world today. Their affairs are so 

inextricably intermeshed with one another, they are so exposed to events and 

movements taking place beyond their frontiers, that the old style of foreign 

policymaking by separate national entities no longer meets the case. It is as if several 

layers of skin had been removed and the nerves exposed.  

 

It was not that the members of the European Community were more far-sighted than 

the Americans: they were just, after their experience in the last war, that much more 

nervous. They invented something for one set of purposes, of which the reconciliation 

of Germany with France was thought to be the most important, and then found 

themselves with an instrument which was potentially capable of dealing with a much 

wider range of problems of contemporary international life.  

 

Let me quote one or two examples. The sale of goods across national frontiers is 

nowadays impeded less by straightforward tariffs, which in any case have been 

steadily lowered, than by a variety of official and unofficial obstacles of a more subtle 

kind, which are labelled collectively ‘non- tariff barriers’. It follows that it is no use 

thinking that an effective policy for international trade is just a matter of bringing 

down tariffs and making sure that the market is not being distorted by unfair practices, 

like dumping. Quite different and more elaborate rules, involving intimate 

collaboration between countries on such matters as the setting of standards on health 

and social welfare, are required.  

 

Moreover, large-scale commercial investment nowadays so often becomes an issue 

which involves public policy. The decision whether to go ahead with some venture in 

a new and risky form of production turns on obtaining a certain measure of public 

support, especially in the form of assured sales outlets. One sees the problem most 

clearly in some of the high-technology industries, like aeroplanes and computers. The 

fact that a big international firm with a high reputation is already established in the 

market for such products often makes it extremely difficult for a newcomer to begin 

to compete. Now it so happens that in Europe it is the American companies with a 

proved capacity for high technology which are most firmly established in a number of 

advanced industries. If their dominance is to be challenged—and there does seem to 
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be a widespread desire in Europe to do so—it is unlikely that it will be done without a 

concerted European effort, involving some direct support from the governments, as 

well as official discrimination in favour of European industries.  

 

It is here that the problem emerges sharply of accommodating traditional ideas about 

the conduct of international trade, which continue to guide American thinking on the 

subject, with the realities of politico- economic competition as the Europeans see 

them—especially when the Europeans feel that they are at a permanent disadvantage 

simply because they are late- corners in some of the most important fields of 

advanced industrial technology. And it is precisely in those industries which have a 

clear relationship to political power— whether it is telecommunications by satellite or 

aerospace or computer technology— that American dominance is most marked.  

 

There is thus immense scope for mutual misunderstanding—even without the 

particular irritant to the Americans of the Community’s Common Agricultural Policy. 

This is now generally agreed to be an unsatisfactory policy: the Europeans are 

unhappy with it as well as the Americans. But the Community’s whole approach is 

based on the assumption that if one is seriously trying to reduce the obstacles to 

freedom of movement of goods, money and persons, one has to be prepared to bargain 

about a host of subjects which are traditionally thought of as belonging solely to the 

sphere of domestic policies. ‘Do you really wish to bargain about trade in agricultural 

produce?’ they say to the United States: ‘In that case you must accept that outsiders 

will be telling you about the limits on the money you can spend to protect your poor 

farmers in West Virginia or on bribing your excessively productive farmers in the 

Middle West to take some of their land out of cultivation.’ This is what I mean by the 

‘Community method’. It is not something which has so far had any attraction for the 

United States.  

 

 

America’s Business, and Europe’s  
Back in the Twenties President Coolidge said: ‘The business of the United States is 

business.’ He summed up an important strand in American thinking—which is that 

governments do best when they simply provide the opportunity for the forces of 

private commerce to assert themselves. By the same token one might say today: ‘The 

business of the European Community is politics and social welfare.’ Again, the 

Americans, who tend to see this European venture as an exercise in classic New 

World federalism, designed to liberate the forces of private enterprise from the 

interference of national states, are going to be disappointed. For the fact is this is a 

very interventionist Community, most active in regulating the domestic affairs of its 

member countries and at the same time annoyingly deficient in clear-cut authority 

when it comes to conducting its relations with outsiders. From an American point of 

view this looks like a nasty combination of busy- bodying at home and sloth abroad..  

 

The new American political tactics, as they have emerged in the 1970s, appear to be 

an attempt to blackmail the Europeans into creating the collective authority which 

they lack by presenting them with the threat of massive inaction by the United States. 

The theory is that once the Europeans realise that the leadership and initiative are no 

longer coming from the United States, they will produce some leadership of their 

own. This approach was much in evidence, as I have said, during the dollar crisis of 

the latter part of 1971 and afterwards. The Europeans are now being told, in effect, 
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that they must either put up their own substitute for the dollar system—or shut up, and 

accept the monetary arrangements that are designed to meet American convenience. I 

suspect that this ploy may have long-term consequences that the Americans may find 

by no means convenient. It is always risky to invite a number of people to look for a 

means of agreeing among themselves by ganging up against you. They may, after all, 

find one! The Europeans are genuinely irked by certain aspects of the American 

dominance of the world monetary system, and I believe that they can make their own 

financial arrangements much less dependent on the dollar, while stopping far short of 

the creation of a fully-fledged European monetary union.  

 

The point is a little technical, but what I am arguing is that the countries of the 

European Community could arrive at an agreed set of restrictive rules designed to 

control certain transactions in dollars and to limit the use of dollars as part of their 

currency reserves. In that case they would in effect reduce the freedom of manoeuvre 

of all dollar-holders—and most of these are, after all, still Americans. They could also 

put the American Treasury in a very awkward position if they decided that henceforth 

the dollar was no longer an acceptable asset to go into their currency reserves. There 

are already vast quantities of spare dollars in the hands of European central banks, and 

it is to be expected that they will try to reduce the amount and to agree on common 

rules restricting the future acquisition of dollars.  

 

Once again, there is here a built-in formula for feeding the fires of mutual resentment. 

For the Americans undoubtedly believe that offering the world the opportunity of 

converting itself to a dollar currency system was a great service performed at 

considerable sacrifice to themselves. They point to the fact that in the course of it they 

lost control over their own currency, because too many other people outside the 

United States were using it. The Europeans do not deny this fact, but they emphasise 

the very large financial advantages which the Americans have had in the process. The 

question, however, is not who is right, but how to find some means of mitigating the 

quarrel. What is clear is that the recent American tactic of treating it as if it was 

someone else’s problem is not very promising from this point of view.  

 

One can, I think, understand the American aim better if one sees it as part of a more 

general realignment of policies in the context of what may now be called the Nixon-

Kissinger doctrine. This is the view that by the late Sixties the American posture in 

world affairs was both excessively exposed and excessively rigid. The most 

spectacular moves designed to reduce both exposure and rigidity have concentrated 

on the United States’ enemies, China and Russia. But the allies have also been 

subjected to an effort to reformulate the terms of their bargain with the United States 

in such a way as to limit the degree of American involvement. The Americans tend to 

argue that their own bargaining position has been significantly weakened, because 

their allies have been able to exploit the fact that America has such a large stake in the 

maintenance of the international system itself. It is almost as if the United States 

Government felt that it, too, had to demonstrate every now and then that it could play 

hookey!  

 

My point is that in practice the United States can’t. It has too much at stake in the 

world economic and financial system to opt out. But equally, it is not inclined towards 

the alternative approach, which I have called the ‘Community method’, because that 

involves too great a departure from old-established habits of conducting international 
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relations. It is the complete opposite of opting out: indeed, it commits you to opt into 

a bargaining process with a lot of foreigners on almost every subject of domestic 

interest. One would have to be very sanguine to envisage anything more than a highly 

tentative approach to arrangements of this kind for some time yet. In the meanwhile, 

the likelihood is that the United States will grow increasingly impatient with the lack 

of European leadership, and that the logic of the slow and laborious process of 

European integration will produce a rich crop of European bargains which in one way 

or another hurt United States interest.  

 

At the back of all this is the awkward but inescapable fact that the two regions facing 

each other now across the Atlantic are not only the most developed economically and 

the most practised in the sophisticated techniques of representative democracy: they 

are also the most pluralistic societies in the world. To make a significant decision in 

either of them requires an extensive and complicated process of internal bargaining 

with powerful interest groups, as well as widespread skills in achieving workable 

compromises. The upshot tends to be that when the domestic compromises have been 

made and either group has to move on to a further stage of negotiating with an 

outsider, its position has already acquired a high degree of rigidity. No doubt this is 

considerably worse for the European Community, whose member states are only now 

gradually getting to understand each other and to learn th techniques of effective 

compromise. But it would be wrong to underestimate the profound difficulty which a 

pluralistic society like the United States, with lots of pressure groups and an open 

democratic process, experiences in bargaining abroad about matters involving 

domestic interests. And this suggests the conclusion that if the Europeans were ever to 

appoint a President and an executive branch of government, like the Americans, they 

would still be an awkward lot to bargain with.  

 

 

 


